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Vintage SIG Chairman's Report 2022
These are interesting times we live in. Between COVID
protocols and unfavourable weather, opportunities for
organised Vintage flying rallies have been rare. We can at
least be grateful for NDC. And of course, plenty of
opportunities to spend time in our sheds.
This year we lost a wonderful competitor and friend in the
passing of Keith Trillo. Keith will be remembered for his
dogged competitiveness, knowledge of flying and building
and his cheery personality.
A highlight was the induction of Wayne Cartwright into the
MFNZ 'Hall of Fame'. Wayne was deservedly recognised for
his massive contribution over many years to both MFNZ and
the Vintage SIG.
"Ask not what my SIG can do for me, but what I can do for my
SIG." A reminder that when someone asks for assistance,
don't just leave it to someone else. The debacle that Vintage
FF encountered in getting flyers to put their hands up to act as
CDs in the Nationals is a case in point.
It seems there is a perception within the Vintage flying
community that we are messing about with the rules too
much. It is true that there have been some rigorous
discussions within the SIG Committee. I personally believe
this is healthy and more likely to ensure we end up with good
rules. Over the past two years the only significant rule change
has been to the way Age Bonuses are applied to Vintage
competitions of limited flight duration. It has also become

clear that we need to get information from current and past
flyers, and from folk currently on the fringes of Vintage flying,
to assist us make our sport more relevant, accessible, and
attractive to new participants.
I would like to thank a number of folk who have made valuable
contributions to the Vintage SIG over the past year:
Allan Knox for his excellent work as NDC Coordinator and as
Recording Officer.
Bernard Scott for his much-awaited AVANZ newsletter These
newsletters remain the most important way of communicating
with the wider Vintage flying community.
Dave Crook, Tony Gribble, Allan Knox, Stew Cox, and Bryan
Treloar for their work in organising and running the various
vintage rallies and meets around the country.
Barrie Russell for his contributions to the Vintage SIG column
in Model Flying World. Barrie is stepping down from this role
this year. Many thanks for the great work, Barrie.
Jan Butcher, our Treasurer, is also stepping down this year.
Many thanks, for your sterling work Jan. Wayne Cartwright
has kindly offered to fill this role.
And all members of the Vintage SIG Committee for their
contribution and guidance over this year.
Wishing you and yours the very best for the coming year, and
many happy landings.

Don Mossop, 18th Dec 2021
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3rd of January 2022 6.00 PM at the
Clareville Nats HQ concurrent with a BBQ.

Apologies: Wayne Cartwright, Dave Crook

Present: Don Mossop (Chairman), Allan
Knox (Secretary on the day), Bryan
Treloar, Terry Beaumont, Stuart Hubbard,
Margaret Cooke, Bernard Scott, Roscoe
Smith, Richard Fallas, Peter Townsend,
Grant Fulton, Barrie Russell.

Minutes of previous AGM: Distributed and
moved as a true and accurate record by
Don Mossop, seconded Barrie Russell,
carried.

Chairman’s report distributed was moved
by Don, seconded by Allan K, and carried.
Don advised he will remain as Chair this
coming year but would then step aside,
and, that it was up to the committee to find
his replacement. Don stressed that when
there is a need for assistance, don’t leave
it to someone else - “Ask not what ….., but
what can I do for my SIG”. As a relevant
example, volunteer for CD duties if asked,
please.

Treasurer’s Report: The Treasurer’s report
(via Jan Butcher) was distributed and
moved by Don M, seconded by Grant

Fulton, and carried. Finances are looking
sound for expected commitments and are
strong enough for the purchase of items
like Gazebos for use at regional meetings
if required. Sunshade at the first 2 days of
the Nats proved vital. Request Committee
approval before expenditure please.
Action: Regional Committee reps.

Jan Butcher is stepping down as
Treasurer. A vote of thanks for Jan’s
contribution was moved and carried
unanimously. Wayne Cartwright has
agreed to be the next Treasurer, and
arrangements are in hand to ensure a
smooth handover.

Election of the SIG Committee and
Officers:

Barrie advised he will no longer be doing
the MFNZ column for MFNZ. He was
thanked for his efforts. There are strong
synergies between AVANZ and the Model
Fliers World vintage column. Apportioning
articles between the two is better done
centrally between the two publications.
Bernard Scott and Wayne Cartwright were
proposed to pick up this solution between
them and Bernard agreed to look at this.
Action: Bernard

The composition SIG Committee as
follows was moved by Don M, seconded
by Barry Russell, and carried: Don
Mossop (Chair and Sec.), Bernard Scott
(and AVANZ Editor), Dave Crook, Wayne
Cartwright, Allan Knox, Bryan Treloar,
Peter Townsend and Barrie Russell.

Dave Crook and Tony Gribble have both
stepped down from their NNI CD roles.
Dave and Tony were thanked for their
considerable contributions. Clearly there
is a need to find replacements for the roles
Dave and Tony filled.

Don may approach Stewart Cox to be on
committee for the lower North Island and
also vintage Free Flight representation,
although it was noted that Bryan Treloar
represents this area also.

Richard Fallas (Pres. NSMAC) indicated
that Dave Wilkins of NSMAC may be
appropriate to invite to join the Committee
and also serve as a liaison for NSMAC to
hold future Vintage rallies there. Action:
Don to approach Dave Wilkins.

Meeting closed at 6:20pm

Allan Knox (Secretary)

Minutes of the MFNZ Vintage SIG AGM
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MODEL FLYING NZ- VINTAGE SIG ACCOUNTS
Kiwibank cheque account 38-9020-0855883-07

1-4-2019 - 1.4.2020 - 1.4.2021 -
31.3.2020 31.3.2021 17.12.2021

income
rally entry fees 375.00 302.00 15.00
interest 0.54 0.03
Nationals 394.00 0.00 ________

769.54 302.03 15.00
expenditure
rally hosting fees 270.00 160.00 0.00
printing/publishing; 55.00 50.00 240.00
laptop 503.20 0.00
trophies 100.00
transfers to savings account savings acc 240.00 20.00 0.00

1068.20 230.00 340.00

balance 1.5.19 767.25 1.4.20 468.59 1.4.21 540.62
income 31.3.20 769.54 31.3.21 302.03 17.12.21 15.00

1536.79 770.62 555.62
expenditure 31.3.20 1068.20 31.3.21 230.00 17.12.21 340.00
balance 31.3.20 468.59 31.3.21 540.62 17.12.21 215.62

Kiwibank savings account 38-9020-0855883-14
balance 1.4.19 3916.22 1.4.20 4218.47 4252.87
interest 30.3.20 62.25 31.3.21 18.93 30.10
transfers 30.3.20 240.00 31.3.21 20.00 0.00

4257.40 14.12.21 4282.97
PIE Tax 31.3.21 -4.53 -0.98
balance 31.3.20 4218.47 31.3.21 4252.87 17.12.21 4281.99

accumulated funds
chequeaccount 468.59 540.62 215.62
savings account 4218.47 4252.87 4281.99

31.3.20 4687.06 31.3.21 4793.49 17.12.21 4497.61

ANZ chequeaccount 01-0242-0170053-010 transferred to Kiwi Bank
ANZ savingsaccount 01-0242-0170053-050 transferred tp Kiwi Bank

$



BULLETIN The new year brings
another round of bulletins and after
seven years there was a bit of a
“samey” feeling. If you are not
progressing, then you are stagnating,
so it was going to be a new
challenge or a new editor.
The challenge option was taken in
the form of a publishing program with
greater pizzazz that will exercise
ossifing mental faculties while
remaining impossible to master.
A begging letter to the Vintage
Committee, and voilà! they kindly
purchased it. What marvelous things
it does - like inserting that à in voilà
just now, and it has possibilities for
more exotic layouts.
Developing a bulletin that is more
interesting to look at (and even to
read in the case of some recipients)
will keep me editing for a bit longer,
although it should be noted that the
position of Editor is not an hereditary
one and any budding Cub Reporter
from Taihape, Twizel, or Tapanui
could stage an unresisted coup at
any time.

BUILD REPORTS The quirky
“earomodelling” reports from the
Crumble brothers pour in
unabated, but it would be jolly
sporting, to quote the Colonel, if
others who are more advanced in
the hobby shared their skills and
love of aeromodelling.
The bulletin is a platform on which
builders can present their efforts,
but there is a modesty, or
secretiveness, lurking out there.
Many worthy creations pop into
public existence only when they
are seen flying for the first time, yet
their sometimes rough road to
completion could be of help to
others. Is it a case of “Aw shucks,
nobody wants to know about li’l old
me”, or just laziness, that thwarts
the reporting of activity? Thanks to
those who do share their efforts,
they are much appreciated.
On a pragmatic level, when your
final curtain descends and the
lights go down, we won’t then be
able to ask you whvat torque a
rubber motor will take, or how to
tune a diesel engine, or any other
of the things that you could have
shared.

TRADITION Vintage enthusiasts
are fortunate that the RTF industry
does not yet dominate their hobby.
We are mostly a band of old-
fashioned (in the nicest way)
builders who take pride in what we
create. We can be rightly proud of
these creations as our input is
much more than gluing together
five pre-formed foam components.
We work with basic materials
using “traditional methods”. I like
better the description “stick and
tissue building” but that might
conjure up images that are
intolerably primative for some.
Could Vintage flying exist without
traditional building? Perhaps it
could, but not as we know it. As
we traditional old farts all die off,
taking our knowledge (shared or
unshared) with us, exploitive
capitalists will no doubt fill the
gaps with foam kits for the
Starduster, Playboy, Cumulus and
their like, but they will likely be
parodies of what we now have. A
Tomboy with a foam wing? That’s
just not right, and let’s not even
consider a 3D-printed Lanzo Stick.

VINTAGE ELECTRIC FF After
the query in #187, some useful
feedback has been received
regarding battery sizing for EVFF
Power. Anyone else with
experience in this area, please
send your thoughts to the Editor.

NATIONALS Elsewhere, Vintage
Free Flight at the Nationals is
called a debacle, and rightly so.
Thanks to timely offers from Stew
Cox, Martin Evans, and Bryce
Gibson, a complete rout was
avoided and four of the nine
intended Vintage free flight events
could be flown. For 2023 there
will, once again, be plenty of
notice of the requirements for
Vintage free flight events at the
next Nationals. Starting right now.
There are no paid positions in our
area of interest. The background
activity that enables Vintage flying
is voluntary, so we will need to
find contest directors for 2023. Up
to four for free flight, one for each
day if a single volunteer is not
available. Free Flight CDs will
need to be sorted before the call
for the next Nationals programme,
and in 2021 that was in July.
Time for those who assume that
someone else will (yet again)
shoulder what should be a shared
load to give a little back by
volunteering to assist - even if it is
just for one morning !
The Australian Nationals entry
form on page 18, bottom left, has
a “Statement of Agreement”.
Perhaps we would benefit from
something similar?
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IRREGULAR COMMENTS
from the Editor
( Irregular: occasional, improper, unofficial, rough )
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February to April
NATIONAL DECENTRALISED PROGRAMME
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UPCOMING VINTAGE RALLIES AND CONTESTS
February 26 - 27 JR Airsail

March 12 - 13 Awatoto (MFHB)

April 9 - 10 Thames Blackfeet Ngatea

April 23 - 24 Nth Shore MAC North Shore Model Aero Club,
60 Green Road, Dairy Flat, Auckland. We will comply with the Government's criteria of the
day. Currently we are requiring vaccine passports for our events that could have an
attendance between 25 and 100. Robert Berger, Event Manager

May 21 - 22 Tuakau MAC
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FUTURE LEVIN VINTAGE EVENTS

The first of the three Levin Club Vintage event for 2022 is the
Gareth Newton Memorial on Saturday 12th February. The events
are all on Saturdays to have minimal impact on club flying by
avoiding the normal Sunday club day flying activities.

The Levin Vintage events will be the same low key fun days that
have become increasingly popular in recent years and both vintage
competition flights and vintage sport flying is what the events are all
about. Low key fun competition and enjoying flying vintage models
together are the objectives.

The format is that you can fly any Vintage or Classical class that
you wish. There are no entry fees and the flying is very much
relaxed fun. We stop for lunch and depending on the Covid
situation at the time, normally BBQ some sausages. Most fly
Vintage Precision in which any Vintage IC or electric model may be
used. This is a very straightforward class with three flights, each
with up to a 60 second motor run and ideally a spot landing at 3
minutes give or take the age bonus of your model (one point for
each year the design was published before the 1950 Vintage cut off
date).

Many of us will also fly other Vintage or Classical classes such as
Duration and Texaco. If you aren’t familiar with the classes, bring
along your Vintage models and ask Bryan or Stew about what
classes they could be flown in. The classes are all very straight
forward and we are very happy to help you on the day to “have a
go” at a new class. Each class has its own challenges and appeal
– all good fun!

To those that haven’t attended before, come along and have a fun
day of Vintage flying in a relaxed rally type atmosphere. To regular

attendees, how about expanding your horizons to fly an additional
class or two at the events this year?

Gareth Newton Memorial Vintage Event
Saturday 12th February 2022

CANCELLED DUE TO COVID RESTRICTIONS

For any further details contact joint organisers Stew Cox 027
548 1894, Flierstew@gmail.com or Bryan Treloar 0204 147
6917, bryan_treloar@hotmail.com

Also note the dates for the other two Levin Vintage events:

Bob Burling Memorial - Saturday 14th May 2022 (Saturday 21st

May wind postponement date)

John Selby Memorial - Saturday 15th Oct 2022 (Saturday 22nd

Oct wind postponement date)
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WAIKATO FREE FLIGHT CHAMPSWAIKATO FREE FLIGHT CHAMPS

AGGREGATE 9:00 - 9:30 am
OPEN 3 x 180 ( Power, Rubber, Glider)
KIWI POWER 3 x 120
CAT 6 x 60
E-36 3 x 120
MINI Combined 3 x 120 ( P-30, Coupe d'Hiver, 1/2A, A1 )

SATURDAY 30th April 2022
PROCTOR ROAD, ORINI 8.00am start Fly-offs 2.00pm

Entry point to field will be marked with a yellow sign
Close any gates that you open

CD Bernard Scott scott.scott@xtra.co.nz

Field Levy $5

But, is it VINTAGE ??
Yes, Vintage designs are regularly seen
in all classes except E-36 at this contest



74th New Zealand

NATIONALS
The 2022 Nats were well-organised, and
despite fears of COVID, at all times folk felt
safe and enjoyed the wonderful weather and
companionship. Overall numbers of
competitors were a little down this Nats., no
doubt influenced by concerns about safety.
Registration kicked off on Sunday 2nd Jan
with magnificent burgers provided by Mike
Briggs and helpers.

The weather on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday was fine and hot with variable
NE breezes and somewhat patchy periods
of lift. On Thursday, a southerly front came
through with fairly heavy rain after lunch
causing several planes to fall from the skies
and some flights to be deferred until the next
morning.

Day 1 was all about Precision (Vintage and
Classical) and Vintage IC Duration. A great
turnout for Vintage Precision as usual
including a few newcomers. In Vintage
Precision, only two flyers achieved maxes to
advance to the fly-off (Allan Knox 1st, Don
Mossop 2nd). Somewhat surprisingly, in
Classical Precision, after three rounds
scores were tied (Barrie Russell and Don
Mossop). Barrie nailed the fly-off. Vintage IC
Duration was taken out by Allan Knox.

The AGM was held concurrently with a BBQ
(using Mike Briggs leftovers) and
refreshments at the end of Day 1 rather than
at the end of the competitions. This seemed
to attract a larger than usual number of

attendees and may be a sensible format to
adopt in future.

Tuesday 4th Jan was breezier and lift was a
little harder to find. Only Barrie Russell was
able to score three maxes in Vintage E
Duration.

Conditions on Wednesday were very similar,
but Thursday 6th was a tale of two halves. An
overcast day and a gentle southerly in the
morning leading up to a squall coming
through at midday forcing many from the
sky. The rain held on for several hours
before play was abandoned with a few
flights re-scheduled for Friday.
Unfortunately, Bryan Treloar’s large Lanzo
‘Airborne’ was lost from view during Vintage
Open Texaco in the morning. This was
discovered sometime later by a farmer some
distance away and Bryan’s belovedAirborne
will fly again.

Vintage RC Prize-giving on Friday afternoon
was a rather lonely affair with just a couple
of “survivors” present. Allan Knox flew
consistently well all week and deservedly
won the overall Vintage Champion plaque
later at the main Prize-giving event. Well
done, Allan!

There is an intention to keep the Nationals at
Carterton for the foreseeable future – largely
because of its central location, and, that it is
able to accommodate the needs of Free
flight and Control Line more conveniently
than other venues. So, get yourself
organised for the Nationals next year -
consider car-pooling, hiring vehicles, and
sharing accommodation.

10
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Report and results by Don Mossop
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AEROMODELLER
February 1950

J. S. Humphreys
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I SAY, CHAPS, SOME TOPPING FLIGHTS BEING PUT IN, EVEN WITH THIS DEM’ED COVID THINGY,
WHAT, WHAT? GOT TO MENTION, THOUGH, NOTICED SOME RATHER POOR ASPECT RATIOS ON
SEVERAL BI-PLANES AND, OF COURSE, AS ALWAYS, I KNOW EXACTLY WHY. WE ALL UNDERSTAND
THE SIMPLE FORMULA FOR DETERMINING MONO-PLANE STABILISER ASPECT RATIO, DON’T WE?
IN CASE THE OLD GREY CELLS NEED A BIT OF A PROD, HERE IT IS AGAIN:

WHAT SOME OF YOU CHAPS ARE OVERLOOKING IS THAT THE FORMULA IS SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT
FOR BI-PLANES. NOTICE THAT “0.8” AT THE END OF THE BI-PLANE STABILISER ASPECT RATIO
FORMULA BELOW? AND THE -5 INSTEAD OF -2? WELL, THEY ARE RATHER IMPORTANT!

I SUSPECT SOME HAVE NOT USED THE CORRECT FORMULA IN THEIR DESIGN CALCULATIONS.
COME ON, CHAPS. IT’S SIMPLE ENOUGH, DON’T BE MARCHING OUT OF STEP WITH SUCH A BASIC
BEGINNER’S ERROR !!

THE COLONEL JOLLY FINE TIPS FOR AEROMODELLING BODS

v
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Above: A sampling of designs produced by Phil Smith for Veron.
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FREE-WHEELING

Rubber-powered models often
incorporate a propellor free-
wheel mechanism to allow the
propellor to disengage from the
rubber motor when turns are all
run off. If it did not disengage, the
propellor, turned by the
slipstream, would try to put turns
back onto the motor until it could
do this no longer - then it would
stall and cause a lot of drag.
There are all manner of free-
wheel mechanisms and after a
century of use and development
it would seem unlikely that a new
system could be developed. Yet
Simon Hayes, writing in the
Sticks and Tissue bulletin
managed to come up with
something that this flyer has
never seen before.
“I found lots of freewheeling
propellor mechanism on the web
(Garami, etc). Here’s one I
dreamed up. It’s basically a loop
of Dyneema which pops over a
small hook in drive mode, and
then flops off it to freewheel”.

Looks like it would work, but the
loop might be made smaller and
attached closer to the propellor
hub to prevent it slipping back over
the collar at the end of the run.

An aspect of his idea that Simon
did not mention is that if the collar
is held by a grub screw, opposite
the wire hook, it could be removed
for quick and easy replacement of
the propellor.
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As we strut to centre stage for our next
magnificent flight, with admiring eyes
fixed upon us, it is easy to forget that
however awe-inspiring our exhibi�on may
be, it would count for nothing without
the help of a �mer.

We need �mers as much as we need
fliers: we need to keep those we have and
to encourage others to take up the role. At
a busy contest a willing �mer is a pearl of
great price who will always be in demand.
Be�er is to have a partner, the other half
of your flier/�mer team. Those who have
such a team have an easier �me at
contests, they can fly more events and
they depart the field in a less stressed
condi�on.

The partner’s role extends beyond the
stopwatch. It begins before leaving home
with refreshment prepara�on and
reminders to pack pieces of essen�al
equipment. Then, se�ng up base on the
field, the flight �ming itself, logging the
score cards, making coffee, fending off
that chap who wants to know how many
turns you are pu�ng on, and a dozen
other tasks that smooth the way so the
flier may be�er concentrate on flying.

Those without a dedicated �mer miss
these benefits, so why did only five free
flighters at the last Na�onals benefit from
a partner/�mer/helper? Most would
claim their poten�al �mer (PT) is simply
not interested, and while that is likely to
be correct it need not be writ in stone.

If asked why my �mer is willing to �me
both me and others I can answer with
just two words. These two words have
the power to exorcise a PT’s
unreasonable reluctance to spent
endless hours on a cold/hot/windy/wet
paddock with the nearest Portaloo four
fields away. The words are - shoe
shopping.

Men and women buy shoes in different
ways. A male looks in the window of
the nearest shoe shop, sees a pair over
there and if they fit, he buys them.
Forty-five minutes tops - end of story
and on with living. The PT looks in the
window of the nearest shoe shop, likes
that pair over there, but even if they fit,
checks out all other shoe shops just in
case there is something be�er. Four
hours and fi�y-six minutes later it’s back
to the first shop for the ini�al pair.

An intolerable waste of �me to the flier,
but it is a revealing lesson that
demonstrates how the PT feels about
the flying field. It is these feelings that
need to be overcome and turned to
advantage.

What would happen if the flier
accompanied the PT on her hunts for
the perfect shoe (even going so far as to
suggest the ventures), bore the whole
process without agita�on, and paid for
the eventually chosen pair without
flinching?

It need not be just shoe shopping.
Whatever the PT’s passion happens to
be, showing interest and spending
(inves�ng) �me a�ending the shows,
mee�ngs, and whatever else the
passion calls for, pays off. A�er a year
of this a�en�on the PT would have to
have a middle name like Adamant or
Flint to not return the interest.

Another stopwatch on the field
benefits all. ‘My’ �mer assisted four
other fliers at the last Na�onals, so
encouraging new-comers is to the
general good. But, recogni�on and
success are needed if their interest is to
con�nue.

Anyone new to �ming toy planes will
face a steep learning curve. Differences
in maximum flight �mes, engine runs
and number of flights are just the
beginning. Rubber, power and glider all
have their own rule varia�ons. Even
modelling’s vocabulary can be a
challenge. What to do when the model
goes behind something, and what to do
when the flier does not meet the rules?
There are dozens of unique situa�ons
that even the old-hand can cock up.

A�er a year of shoe shopping, we don’t
want to blow all our efforts by
mistrea�ng new �mers, so here are
some things to remember.

1. Asking for a �mer’s assistance is an
acknowledgment that he/she is up to
your impecable standards.

2. Pu�ng psychological pressure (No, I
can see it, it’s s�ll up!) on any �mer is
unspor�ng, but on a new person it is
downright manipula�ve.

3. If you observe what you believe is
an error, speak first to the person who
is instruc�ng the �mer. The “error”, if
it is indeed one, is most likely due to an
ommission by the instructor.

4. A�er your flight, thank your �mer,
even if you missed the max. That’s
good manners and may mean the �mer
will be willing to work for you again.

Tootle-pip, I’m off for a li�le shoe
shopping !!

SHOE SHOPPING AND TIMERS



RC Top 10 Leader Boards

These are the final standings for 2021.
Par�cipa�on was excellent, with nine classes
having the full ten pos�ngs.

Congratula�ons to all fliers whose scores have
been posted to the Leader Boards, and special
congratula�ons to those at the top of each Board.

These pos�ngs will be cleared for 2022 and the
Leader Boards will begin afresh.

However, the Record for each class will be
retained and will be updated over �me.

Three very impressive new records were set in
the last few months of 2021 – two by Peter
Townsend (Classical E Dura�on and Vintage E
Rubber Texaco) and one by Allan Knox (Classical
1/2E Texaco).

Wayne Cartwright
rwcartwright4@gmail.com

Precision Classes

Vintage Precision
Record: A Knox (2021) 1194

1. A Knox 600 + 200+ 200 + 194
2. B Russell 600 + 199
3. B Robinson 600 + 199

4. B Treloar 600 + 198
5. D Mossop 600 + 193
6. D Crook 600 + 192
7. L King 600
8. T Gribble 599
9. J Ryan 599
10. M Larsen 596

Classical Precision
Record: A Knox (2021)599

1. A Knox 599
2. M Shears 590
3. B Robinson 589
4. B Russell 575
5. D Mossop 570
6. G Main 553
7. D Thornley 553
8. G Fulton 548
9. S Nicholas 538
10. B Sco� 391

Dura�on Classes

Vintage IC Dura�on
Record: S. Cox (2019) 1671

1. A Knox 780 + 359
2. A Knox 773
3. T Beaumont 764
4. D Thornley 757
5. S Cox 703
6. J Miller 655
7. J Ryan 589
8. B Russell 575
9. R Anderson 515
10. D Li�le 495

Vintage E Dura�on
Record: B Harris (2018) 960 + 600

1. B Russell 960 + 559
2. S Nicholas 950 + 481
3. A Knox 960 + 404
4. R Nimmo 946
5. D Mossop 914
6. B Robinson 877
7. W Cartwright 639
8. M Larsen 571
9. B Sco� 535
10. R Anderson 521

Classical IC Dura�on
Record: D Thornley (2017) 900 + 600

1. B Sco� 539
2. D Thornley 514

Classical E Dura�on
Record: P Townsend (2021) 2700

1. P Townsend 900 + 600+ 600 + 600
2. B Russell 900 + 299
3. B Robinson 891
4. D Gush 875
5. A Knox 853
6. W Cartwright 825
7. M Shears 741
8. D Mossop 713
9. J Miller 712
10. D Crook 694



Texaco Classes

Vintage 1/2A Texaco
Record: A Knox (2018) 1500 + 1833

1. A Knox 1500 + 622
2. L Rodway 1489
3. B Treloar 1416
4. J Ryan 1402
5. S Cox 1363
6. B Sco� 1240
7. P Townsend 1239
8. S Morse 1233
9. D Gush 1222
10. S Grant 1025

Vintage A Texaco
Record: A Knox (2018)1860 + 1870

1. B Treloar 1860 + 669
2. A Knox 1852
3. B Treloar 1844
4. S McCurrie 1643
5. S Grant 1395
6. T Glogau 1218
7. B Sco� 1138
8. S Cox 1028
9. J Butcher 614

Vintage Open Texaco
Record: B Treloar (2018) 1840 + 1703

1. A Knox 1840 + 1054
2. L Rodway 1832
3. B Sco� 1830
4. B Treloar 1586
5. B Russell 744
6. Munro 686
7. S McCurrie 162

Vintage 1/2E Texaco
Record: A Knox (2021) 3957

1. A Knox 3957
2. W Cartwright 2839
3. J Butcher 2388
4. B Robinson 2327
5. B Russell 2219
6. K Fisher 1964
7. D Gush 1658
8. T Gribble 1624
9. L Rodway 1362
10. B Sco� 1313

Classical 1/2E Texaco
Record: A Knox (2021) 3266

1. A Knox 3266
2. T Gribble 1482
3. D Crook 1437
4. W Cartwright 637

Vintage E Texaco
Record: A Knox (2020) 3000

1. D Crook 2793
2. W Cartwright 2317
3. B Russell 1735
4. A Knox 1600
5. J Butcher 1450
6. T Gribble 1427
7. B Sco� 1388
8. B Robinson 1340
9. D Mossop 1188
10. R Anderson 1170

Classical E Texaco
Record: A Knox (2020) 3310

1. A Knox 2924
2. D Mossop 2697
3. P Townsend 1857
4. K Fisher 1636
5. B Russell 1335
6. T Gribble 1219
7. B Robinson 914
8. B Sco� 804
9. D Thornley 512

Vintage E Rubber Texaco
Record: P Townsend (2021): 7988

1. P Townsend 7988
2. J Butcher 4570
3. D Mossop 3835
4. S Nicholas 3634
5. B Russell 3407
6. D Crook 2688
7. J Danks 2588
8. A Knox 2342
9. K Fisher 2037
10. T Gribble 2026

Sport Cabin Texaco IC
Record: S McCurrie (2021) 1646

1. S McCurrie 1646
2. A Knox 1427
3. L Rodway 852
4. J Beresford 543
5. B Sco� 324
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RC Top 10 Leader Boards 2022
The purpose of the Vintage SIG RC Leader Boards is to
increase enjoyment of compe��on flying by showing fliers
how well they are performing rela�ve to others. Scores are
posted from the results of contests, NDC, and
independently-�med flying.
The Leader Boards run for each calendar year, and are
updated throughout. At the end of each year they are
cleared and started afresh. This is the first set of leader
Boards for 2022. Most of the pos�ngs are from the
Na�onals results, with others received since then.
I expect manymore pos�ngs from the events scheduled over
the next few months – Covid permi�ng!
The Leader Boards are presented this year without Class
Records a�ached. These are presented separately. This
simplifies the Leader Boards while also giving the records the
prominence that they deserve. In this issue, the Records are
included with the Leader Boards 2021 Final Standings.
Please email me if you spot any errors or omissions.

Wayne Cartwright
rwcartwright4@gmail.com

Standings at 1 February
Precision Classes

Vintage Precision
1. A Knox 600 + 192
2. D Mossop 600 + 172
3. B Russell 582
4. B Treloar 580
5. B McKay 573
6. M. Evans 571
7. P Townsend 567
8. R Fallas 559
9. T Beaumont 553
10. G Fulton 547

Classical Precision
1. A Knox 600 + 199
2. B Russell 600 + 191
3. D Mossop 600 + 186
4. G Fulton 585

Dura�on Classes
Vintage IC Dura�on
1. A Knox 737
2. B Treloar 675
3. B Russell 665
4. P Townsend 600
5. T Beaumont 495

Vintage E Dura�on
1. B Russell 960
2. A Knox 802
3. D Mossop 801
4. S Hubbard 790
5. P Townsend 554
6. G Fulton 380

Classical IC Dura�on
No score posted

Classical E Dura�on
1. D Mossop 900 + 492
2. B Russell 900 + 384
3. A Knox 610
4. G Fulton 538
5. P Townsend 461

Texaco Classes
Vintage 1/2A Texaco
1. A Knox 1480
2. P Townsend 1470
3. B Treloar 1387

Vintage A Texaco
1. B Treloar 1840
2. A Knox 1581
3. I Munro 1342

Vintage Open Texaco
1. A Knox 1840
2. P Townsend 1407
3. I Munro 1234

Vintage 1/2E Texaco
1. B Russell 2443
2. A Knox 1160
3. P Townsend 212
4. D Mossop 82

Classical 1/2E Texaco
1. D Mossop 1312
2. A Knox 1197

Vintage E Texaco
1. A Knox 3593
2. B Russell 1537
3. D Mossop 1147

Classical E Texaco
1. A Knox 3900
2. B Russell 1086
3. P Townsend 964
4. D Mossop 924

Vintage E Rubber Texaco
1. D Mossop 4679
2. B Russell 2255
3. A Knox 1572
4. P Townsend 360

Sport Cabin Texaco IC
1. A Knox 1068
2. J Beresford 733

Sport Cabin Texaco E
1. P Townsend 1845
2. B Russell 1445
3. M Evans 780

Vintage and Classical Scale Texaco
No score posted
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